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Foto Colectania celebrates its 20th anniversary
with a group exhibition of
Helena Almeida and Chema Madoz
•
•
•

Inhabited Designs pays homage to two of the first authors that formed part
of the Foto Colectania collection.
Designs and objects that form part of their creative process will also be
on display.
The exhibition has been organised thanks to the key sponsorship of the
Banco Sabadell Foundation.

Barcelona, June 2022. On the occasion of its 20th anniversary, the Foto Colectania Foundation,
thanks to the key sponsorship of the Banco Sabadell Foundation, presents from 22nd June, Helena
Almeida | Chema Madoz. Inhabited Designs, an exhibition that pays tribute to two of the first
artists to form part of its collection.
Inhabited Designs is an exhibition that acts as a meeting point between the works of Almeida and
Madoz—two artists who, despite having different creative universes, coincide in choosing
photography as the main medium to convey creations full of imagination and subtlety.
Helena Almeida had already been experimenting with the limits of painting since her first works in
the 1960s, with proposals such as escaping from the artwork. She continued to use this medium in
various works until the mid-1970s. She always experimented with her own image, seeking new
ways to explore the relationship between the human body and the surrounding space.
"I treat my body as if it were a visual installation and immobilise it through photography, to then
integrate it. I prefer to talk more about ephemeral sculpture than performance, as I try to fix a
moment to draw attention to what is more subtle, so that the image is captured, still. That's why I
choose photography, and also black and white”, said Helena Almeida.
On the other hand, Chema Madoz often oscillates between opposing concepts (the virtual and the
real, appearance and factuality), sometimes manifesting a tension that he expresses through
photographs with precise, symmetrical framing.
"I have always had the feeling of being able to control the meaning of images. It's something I know
how to play with", explains Chema Madoz.
Both Almeida and Madoz had artistic training which they ended up orienting towards worlds where
the image takes centre stage, a discipline they mastered with particular skill and which they
approached from different perspectives. While Almeida began by exhibiting her paintings and
drawings until she opted for using photography in the series of 1974, Madoz devoted himself to this
medium from the very beginning.
Despite being linked with the artistic movements of the time, their works did not arouse particular
interest in the early days. However, they both subsequently achieved overwhelming recognition,
both from the public, critics and collectors, and from their own colleagues.
The most significant difference between the two artists could be found in their approach—while
Almeida was interested in breaking with the formal limits of artistic creation, always expressing
herself through her own body ("my work is my body, my body is my work"), Madoz focuses on
conceptualising ideas through a hybrid practice, where the tools of visual poetry or the tradition of
the surrealist object are incorporated into the photographic record.
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Despite these divergences, there are many points in common between the works of Almeida and
Madoz. Inhabited Designs aims to show the work of both artists by revealing the confluences of
their creative process.

From drawing to photography
Madoz draws in personal sketchbooks he has kept over the years. Almeida's drawings have been
published and exhibited on several occasions, usually alongside her photographic works. In this
exhibition we are showing for the first time both Madoz's notebooks and Almeida's drawings from
her O perdâo series.
The significant coincidence that both artists made sketches—a first step in translating their ideas
onto paper—is possibly related to their artworks’ interest in the intimate and experiential. The
drawings are the initial tool for designing the final work, although not all of them materialise into a
piece.
Here, Madoz's talent focuses on converting his sketches into objects and his objects into fascinating
images. On the other hand, Almeida allures us by transforming her drawings into exercises in
reflection and theatricality, captured in photographs where she sometimes intervenes with
brushstrokes or pencil strokes.

Sketchbook with drawings by Chema Madoz
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP
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The exhibition
Inhabited Designs brings together original photographs by both artists, as well as sketches
preliminary to the preparation of their works and some objects handcrafted by Madoz.
As Pepe Font de Mora, director of Foto Colectania and curator of the exhibition, points out, "the
title of the exhibition is a tribute to Helena Almeida, from whom we have borrowed the name of one
of the first series in which she used photography (Desenho habitado); and at the same time we are
making a reference to the term design in its Renaissance meaning—a concept that refers not only
to sketches on paper but also to the mental process of translating the artist's imagination and
creativity into work. A fascinating exercise in which Almeida and Madoz are undisputed masters".
The exhibition shows Madoz's early works from the 1980s—where the human figure was still
present—with the original copies printed from the author himself and in the small format which he
exhibited them at the time. It also includes a wide selection of work produced after the 1990s, in
which Madoz began to dispense with the idea of chance and replaced it with the recreation of
mental images, making constructed objects the protagonists of his work.
The selection of pieces on show by Almeida begins with Desenho habitado, one of her first series
in which photography takes centre stage, followed by pieces from the 1980s and 1990s such as
Dias quasi tranquilos, A casa and O perdâo, and ending with the diptychs of Seduzir. Most of the
author's sketches, which are exhibited in their integrity for the first time in Foto Colectania,
correspond to the series O perdâo and were donated by the artist to the Foundation.

Chema Madoz. Untitled, 1990
© Chema Madoz, VEGAP, Barcelona, 2022
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BIOGRAPHY OF HELENA ALMEIDA
Helena Almeida (1934-2018) was a preeminent artist on the
international contemporary art scene, and one of the bestknown figures in Portuguese art. She was born in Lisbon,
the daughter of sculptor Leopoldo de Almeida, who often
used his daughter as a model in his studio, the same studio
in which she later created most of her work. She studied
painting at the School of Fine Arts in Lisbon and, upon
receiving a scholarship, in Paris.
In recent years her work has been exhibited in international
museums and art centres. In 2017, the Jeu de Paume in
Paris, the Museu Serralves in Porto and the IVAM in
Valencia dedicated a retrospective exhibition to her with
works from the 1960s, under the title "Helena Almeida.
Corpus", of which an extensive catalogue was published.
She has also exhibited in museums such as the Tate
Modern in London (2013), the MEIAC in Badajoz (2009) and
the Fundación Telefónica in Madrid (2008) with the
exhibition entitled "Tela rosa para vestir", as well as in
international galleries such as Galeria Filomena Soares in Lisbon, Helga de Alvear in Madrid and
Galerie les Filles du Calvaire in Paris. The artist represented Portugal at the Venice Biennale twice,
in 1982 and 2005. In 2004 she participated in the Sydney Biennale, Australia.
The international recognition of her work is confirmed by her presence in important international
collections such as the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris; Berardo Collection, Lisbon; Tate Modern,
London; ARCO Foundation, Madrid; Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation, Lisbon; Serralves
Foundation, Porto; Galerie Drehscheibe, Basel; Hara Museum of Contemporary Art, Tokyo;
MACBA - Museum of Contemporary Art, Barcelona; Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía,
Madrid and Fundació Foto Colectania, Barcelona.
Her artistic practice began in the 1960s, focusing on the language of painting, an element that she
constantly questions in her work. In 1969, she began collaborating with her husband, the architect
Artur Rosa, who started photographing her on numerous occasions as part of her works. In one of
her most renowned series, "Inhabited Paintings", she is both creator of and model in the artwork.
From 1975 onwards, her work combines three disciplines—photography, painting and drawing—
using either horsehair, blue and red paint or black pigment in her photographs.
Helena Almeida's photographs, which are usually organised in series, are characterised by the use
of black and white and by the presence of the artist's own body. At first, videos and drawings
function as studies that later acquire form in her photographs.
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BIOGRAPHY OF CHEMA MADOZ
Chema Madoz (Madrid, 1958) is a nationally and
internationally renowned Spanish artist in the field of
contemporary photography. Trained in Art History, he
studied photography at the Centro de Enseñanza de la
Imagen. In 1985 he had his first solo exhibitions. In the
1990s his work entered the international gallery circuit and
since then it has been exhibited frequently in museums and
art centres such as the CGAC (Santiago de Compostela,
1998), FOTOFEST (Houston, 2000), Museo de Bellas
Artes (Caracas, 2001), Fundación Telefónica (Madrid,
2006), Hermitage Museum, (Kazan, 2011), EL CCBB (Rio
de Janeiro) and Les Rencontres de la photographie (Arles,
2014).
He is represented by renowned galleries such as Galeria
Joan Prats (Barcelona), Galería Elvira González (Madrid),
Galería OMR (Mexico) and Galerie VU' (Paris). His work is
present in prominent public and private collections, such as
the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía, the
Fundación Juan March, the Marugame Hirai Museum of
Art, Kagawa-ken, Japan, the Museum of Fine Arts,
Houston, as well as the Fundación Foto Colectania.
With the beginning of the 1990s, he began to achieve recognition within the field of photography in
Spain, receiving various prizes—such as the Kodak Prize at Les Rencontres de la photographie in
Arles—and obtaining critical acclaim. The year 1995 marked a significant moment for the
publication of his first monograph, "Chema Madoz (1985-1995)". He had the opportunity to
personally meet the poet Joan Brossa—whose work is thematically close to Madoz’s—and the two
jointly conceived the book "Fotopoemario". His career as a photographer has gained solid
recognition, with multiple solo exhibitions and publications in publishing houses such as Assouline
and monographic publications such as "Obras maestras" by La Fábrica.
Madoz has also collaborated on numerous occasions in publishing and advertising projects. His
photographs have been used to illustrate book and vinyl covers, and brands such as Purificación
García have relied on him to create campaigns specifically for them.
In 1999 the CGAC in Santiago de Compostela showed his most recent work and at the end of the
same year he established himself as a reference in contemporary Spanish photography with the
exhibition "Objects 1990-1999" at the Museo Nacional Centro de Arte Reina Sofía. In 2000 he was
awarded the National Photography Prize by the Ministry of Culture and in 2019 the Gold Medal for
Merit in Fine Arts.
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DOCUMENTARIES ON THE ARTISTS’ CREATIVE PROCESS
The exhibition includes two documentaries on each artist, which can be seen during the exhibition
period in Foto Colectania’s audio-visual room and which will also be screened in an activity open
to the public on Wednesday 13th July at 6.30pm in the Foundation.

Untitled, 2006
Documentary on Chema Madoz directed by Luis Mengs.
Regarding the piece, the director explains that for some months he visited Chema Madoz's studio
in the mountains surrounding Madrid. He watched him work in silence, while barely speaking to
each other. Madoz generously agreed to take a photograph so that Mengs could record his creative
process with a Super8 camera. The result is this short documentary that has no beginning or end.

Fact sheet:
Video and Super8
Duration: 35’33”
Direction and production: Luis Mengs
Interview: Borja Casani
Photography: Luis Mengs and Claudia C. Pedraza
Edition: Marcos Watt

Inhabited painting, 2006
Documentary on the work of Helena Almeida, directed by Joana Ascençao.
Awarded the "Tobis Prize” for Best Portuguese Documentary Feature at the DocLisboa Festival
2006, the audio-visual piece focuses on the various elements involved in the elaborate creative
process through which the artist constructs her pieces, from the early drawings to the exhibition of
the works.

Fact sheet:
Duration: 52’
Direction: Joana Ascenção
Production: Joana Ascensão, João Matos and Susana Nobre
Edition: Joana Ascensão and João Nisa
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IMAGES SELECTED FOR THE PRESS
Images available here https://cutt.ly/jG70SQV
The use of these photographs is restricted to the publication of the Foto Colectania
exhibition. Please do not omit the reference to the images’ copyright.

Chema Madoz
Untitled, 1986
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP

R155
Chema Madoz
Untitled, 1987
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP

R158
Chema Madoz
Untitled, 1990
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP

R162
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Chema Madoz
Untitled, 1991
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP

R163
Chema Madoz
Untitled, 1991
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP

R616
Chema Madoz
Untitled, 1987
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP

R2599
Sketchbook with Chema Madoz’s
drawings
© Chema Madoz / VEGAP
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Helena Almeida
Seduzir, 2001
© Helena Almeida

R1369
Helena Almeida
Seduzir, 2001
© Helena Almeida

R2033
Helena Almeida
Desenho habitado, 1975
© Helena Almeida

R2058
Helena Almeida
Dias quasi tranquilos, 1981
© Helena Almeida

R2059
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Helena Almeida
O perdão, 2001
© Helena Almeida

R2061
Helena Almeida
Drawing of O perdão, c. 1989 - 1992
© Helena Almeida

R2508
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FOTO COLECTANIA FOUNDATION
Foto Colectania is a non-profit organisation, created in Barcelona in 2002, with the aim of
promoting photography at the social, artistic and educational level in Spain. Our programmes,
from exhibitions to activities and publications, seek to create an innovative and participative
project focused on debates on the image.
With its headquarters at 14 Passeig Picasso, in the heart of the Born district, Foto Colectania
has established itself as a centre of reference in the field of photography that houses a
collection of more than 3,000 works by 80 Spanish and Portuguese photographers, as well as
the archive of the photographer Francisco Gómez and other funds from various private
collectors. Apart from the exhibition space, the new building has a conservation chamber that
houses its collection, a library and an audio-visual room.

BANCO SABADELL FOUNDATION
The Banco Sabadell Foundation is the key sponsor of Foto Colectania and participates in the
exhibition Helena Almeida | Chema Madoz. Inhabited Designs.
The Banco Sabadell Foundation is the expression of Banco Sabadell's commitment to people’s
progress and well-being. Its aim is to promote dissemination, training and research activities
in the educational, scientific and cultural fields, as well as to encourage and support young
talent. Over the years, the Foundation has contributed to promoting activities in these fields
and has also consolidated its position as organiser of the prestigious Banco Sabadell
Foundation Award for Biomedical Research, the Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for
Science and Engineering, the Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Economic Research and
the Banco Sabadell Foundation Award for Marine Sustainability.
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PRACTICAL INFORMATION
Helena Almeida | Chema Madoz. Inhabited Designs
21st June– 18th September 2022
Fundación Foto Colectania
14 Passeig Picasso
08003 Barcelona
www.fotocolectania.org
Opening hours:
Wednesday to Saturday: 11am–2.30pm and 4pm–8pm
Sunday: 11am–3pm
Closed: Monday, Tuesday and public holidays
Summer opening hours: from 1st to 28th August, open from Tuesday to Saturday 11am–
2:30pm and 4pm–8pm. Closed on Sunday and public holidays.
General admission: 4 €. Concessions: 3 €. Free entry: first Sunday of the month.
Foto Colectania counts with the support of:

For more information:
Patricia Fernández-Deu / patricia@mahala.es / + 34 659 46 75 45
Marta del Riego / mdelriego@mahala.es + 34 654 62 70 45
www.mahala.es
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